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SCELLES FOUNDATION
Know, Understand and Fight Sexual Exploitation
The challenges facing the Foundation are the same today as they have been since its beginning.

Last year, we celebrated the 20th anniversary of the Foundation, not as a nostalgic remembrance, but as a promise of new challenges and opportunities.

The foundation’s brave pioneers and successors have upheld our mission: to defend the human rights and dignity of all, and refuse the trivialization of the commodification of the body.

The developments in the arena of sexual exploitation and the dangers it poses for all societies have been observed, analyzed and criticized by the foundation. These observations of sexual exploitation have solidified our commitment to fighting for basic human rights. Our defense of human rights and on behalf of victims of sexual exploitation explain the local, national and international actions we undertake and, as highlighted in this letter, undertook in the year 2014.

Nothing can ever be taken for granted, as demonstrated by the difficult journey of the abolitionist bill in the French National Assembly, as initiated by the Collective Abolition (2012). Nothing is ever clear, as revealed by the slow and complex implementation of the French national plan against trafficking that was adopted in 2014.

All of this strengthens our conviction that the year 2015 will offer us, if we remain focused and give ourselves the means, new and lasting progress!

Yves Charpenel  
Deputy State Procecutor at the *Supreme Court of France*
History of the Foundation

The Scelles Foundation has been a distinguished foundation since 1994. It was created in 1993 by Jean and Jeanne Scelles who dedicated their lives to the fight against sexual exploitation. Jean Scelles was imprisoned in 1941 in Algiers, where he discovered the atrocities of prostitution by his pimp cellmate.

The pimp explained how he "drew in girls and trained the stubborn ones." Once freed from capture, Jean and his wife Jeanne promised to devote their lives to the defense of human dignity, raising public awareness, and to influence the political punishment of traffickers. Jean Scelles developed a team of lawyers fighting for the procurement of pimps and traffickers. Since 1953, the coalition of lawyers, developed by the Scelles Foundation, have filed more than 500 lawsuits against pimps.

Having launched the foundation with Jean Scelles, his nephew, Philippe Scelles, succeeded him as President between 1996 to 2004.


"Prostitution, human trafficking, sex tourism, and pornography trigger outrage. Children and adults experience unbearable trauma in their bodies when exploited for commercial purposes. Our duty is to know, understand and fight this terrible disease for the emergence of a world free of all these forms of violence and commercial exploitation." Philippe Scelles - 2008

In October 2010, Yves Charpenel, Deputy First Procecutor at the Criminal Division of the Paris Supreme Court became president of the Foundation.

"Our role is to help place, at the heart of social debates, our world’s invisible victims. "What are all those and all those who today, in the world, and are exploited and that can not be heard?" Yves Charpenel - 2012

Since then, the Foundation has grown steadily thanks to the dedication of a large number of staff and volunteers.
In 20 years, the Scelles Foundation has become a well of information on all fronts in the fight against human trafficking, in France and abroad.

Values

Its members share the belief that every person should be able to live without resorting to prostitution.

We, at the foundation, believe that prostitution is a violation of human rights to equality and dignity, and a source of social and personal violence.

Sexual exploitation is an abuse of vulnerable people via economic vulnerability, poverty, gender inequality, racism, failure of the migration project, the social and political instability in countries in conflict, physical and psychological violence and social or familial segregation.

We believe that a comprehensive global policy can be made possible by education, prevention, awareness and repression of actors exercising violence against prostitutes (pimps, buyers, procurers, etc.)

Objectives

The Scelles Foundation is driven by the desire to assist in the progressive decline of sexual exploitation worldwide within the 21st century by:

• Managing a revolutionary documentation center on all aspects of trafficking for sexual exploitation.
• Building strategic relationships with official bodies (NGOs, governments, etc.).
• Partnering efforts with grassroots organizations.
• Raising awareness and providing training encourage public discussions and opinion.

Our Mission

We pursue three key goals:

• KNOW the commercialization of sexual exploitation. We established a global observatory to collect information relating to the commercial sexual exploitation in the world.
• UNDERSTAND the commercialization of sexual exploitation. We receive and solicit work of experts (lawyers, sociologists, field officers, associations, etc.) and with their support we create and publish educational materials such as fact sheets, books and video productions.
• FIGHT the commercialization of sexual exploitation. We work with local, national and European members of government, law enforcement and local leaders to elicit positive, global change for victims via legislative improvement and change.

Overview

In 2014, in full agreement with all the associations met in the coalition Abolition in 2012, the Foundation was mobilized on the following objectives to:

• Support that the fight against trafficking must be accompanied by a global struggle against the system of prostitution.
• Request the necessary means of protection and integration for people in danger and in prostitution.
• Question the issue of demand by clientel of prostitution, as they are principal actors who support this system of violence.
• Refuting the notion that prostitution is a form of work because rules of organization would involve strengthening the vulnerably of prostituted people.
• Improve resources to fight against the exploitation of others, particularly against procurer networks and pimps.
2.1 The Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is composed of:

President: Yves Charpenel, Deputy State Procurer to the Supreme Court.

Honorary President: Philippe Scelles, HEC, CPA, former head of business companies.

Vice President: Yves Scelles, engineer.

General Secretary: Hubert Roux, engineer.

Christian de Fenoyl, engineer.

Rolland Grosse, HEC, former sales director.

Claire Quidet, journalist, Mouvement du Nid.

Patrick Rizzo, Attorney.

Marta Scelles - Torres, lawyer.

Armelle Le Bigot, President of ACPE.

Myriam Quemener, Magistrate.

Elda Carly, President of EACP (Lawers acting Against Pimping).
2.2 Employees
Operations of the Scelles Foundation are managed by 4 permanent employees, helped by trainees and volunteers.

Permanents are:

- Sandra AYAD, Head of CRIDES
- Catherine Goldmann, Responsible for documentation and editor of the newsletter
- Frédéric BOISARD, webmaster and community manager
- François VIGNAUD, external relationships and fund raising in France

2.3 Volunteers and interns
She also welcomed 12 French and international students, scholars in international relations, law, political science, sociology, etc ... in internships within its services

2.4 Some volunteers

- Claude Alexandre
- Margarita Echaniz
- Jacques Kulas
- Catherine Ozenfant
- Hélène Soulodre
- Marie-Claire Vergniegal
A number of important actions were carried out in 2014

- Developed the notoriety of the Scelles Foundation and thus its ability to weigh-in on national and international institutions.
- Produced the third World Report, new awards, documents and flyers for public awareness.
- Searched for new sources of funding by both the capacity to stand in court and by official certification to deliver training (amendment of the bylaws).

Conferences

• These conferences, organized by François Vignaud, in charge of institutional relations at Scelles Foundation, gave visibility to the Foundation and provided us with useful contacts with administrations and businesses.

• "Digital Society, from best to worst: the exploitation via the Internet," Palais Bourbon March 13, 2014

The civil society and the digital society are one. Digital is not responsible for human behaviors. It is only a tool that can be used for better or for worse. These are drifts that were discussed in this seminar both by the scope of the damage sustained by adequate protection responses by the authorities and coordinated with digital actors.

• Inventory: How the Proponents of Sexual Exploitation Use the Internet, by Myriam Quémener, Magistrate, Prosector at the Departmental Court of Versailles.

• Control mechanisms: Threats and Violations of the Law in the Digital Society, by Valérie Maldonado, Chief Superintendent, Head of the Central Office for the fight against crime related to information technology and communication (OCLCTIC ) of the Central directorate of judicial Police (DCPJ).
Our Actions in Review

- Round Table 1: Consensus on diagnosis, with Yves Charpenel – Prime State Procurator at the Supreme Court, President of the Scelles Foundation; Nathalie Chiche, Lawyer, communication consultant at Media and Influence; Carole Gay, Legal Manager at the Association of Internet service providers (AFA); Michel Delean, journalist at Mediapart. Current Protections: Legal rules, digital sovereignty, deontologies by Gérard Haas, attorney, digital lawyer. Perspectives and Recommendations: Evolution, risks, issues, by Christiane Feral Schuhl

- Round Table 2: Discussion on recommendations: relevance of current arrangements, adaptation, forward-looking, with Guy Geoffroy, moderator, Seine et Marne MP. - Perspectives and recommendations: Evolutions, risks, issues, by Christiane Feral Schuhl, Former President of the Paris Bar
3. Actions Undertaken in 2014

- "Prostitution and Human Trafficking are both an exploitation of the most vulnerable", under the patronage of Claude Bartolone, President of the National Assembly, International Abolitionist Congress organized by CAP International, Scelles Foundation Mouvement du Nid, Building Jacques Chaban-Delmas, Salle Victor Hugo, November 12, 2014

- "Prostitution is, in the vast majority of cases, violence against poor people and exploitation of the most vulnerable by pimps."

- In France, more than 80% of prostitutes are foreigners, mostly from Bulgaria, Romania, Nigeria, Cameroon, China. Often undocumented, isolated, exploited, these people live in precarious and have their basic rights violated.

- This vulnerability status characterizes the exploitation of prostitution. Everywhere, it is primarily migrants and / or from minority groups, mostly women, often minors, who are victims.

- In several European countries, the Roma minority is overrepresented in the sexual exploitation: it represents 50 to 80% of victims in Bulgaria to 70% in some parts of the Czech Republic, about 50% in Romania, at least 60% in Slovakia, around 40% in Hungary. In India, 65% of prostitutes are coming from poor backgrounds and often from the lower castes

- In New Zealand, according to the Ministry of Justice, the majority of child prostitutes is Maori.

- In Canada, Aboriginal women (= 4% of the female population) constitute 16% of female murder victims, 11% of missing women and, according to the city, 50 to 70% of women in street prostitution.

- By exploiting the most vulnerable women, prostitution perpetuates inequalities between men and women and violence against women in general. In this context, how can we speak of a "free choice" of prostitution? Can we continue to close our eyes? How to hear the voice of the most vulnerable? What is the commitment of governments and societies who face this problem?

- It is these questions that we have tried to answer in this conference, with the help of international stakeholders, organizations supporting prostitutes, wrestling moves against all SGBV, associations representing discriminated groups, survivors of prostitution will represent the voices of victims. And committed actors, representatives of trade unions and parliamentarians from around the world will relay their appeal.

- If a mobilization in favor of the most vulnerable populations exists today it must pass through the abolition of prostitution.
• Program

• Welcome
  Sarah Benson, President of CAP International, Director of Ruhama i'ÜNG (Ireland)
  Philippe Scelles, Honorary President of the Scelles Foundation, Vice-President of CAP International
  Claire Quidet, Vice-President of the Mouvement du Nid, International Director of CAP

• Danielle Bousquet, President of the High Council for Equality between women and men – HCEFH

• Contello Catherine, Chair of the Delegation for Women's Rights of the National Assembly

• Pascale Boistard, Secretary of State for women's rights

• Prostitution, exploitation of the most vulnerable (Beijing + 20)
  Presidency: Ruchira Gupta, President of Apne Aap (India), Director of CAP International

• Anna Zobnina, President of the European Network of Migrant Women (Cyprus)
  Michèle Taina Audette, President of the Native Women's Association of Canada

• Fatima Khatoon, Member of Apne Aap and survivor of the Nat community in Bihar (India)

• Moderator: Pierrette Pape, European Women’s Lobby Coordinator

• Prostitution: a sexual violence. Over to the survivors!
  President: Claire Quidet, VP of the Mouvement du Nid, International Director of CAP

• Rosen Hicher and Laurence Noëlle: Representatives of the Movement of survivors of prostitution Mia De Faïote: Survivor of prostitution, activist and philosophy student (Ireland)
  Vednita Carter: Founder of Breaking Free, Director of CATW (USA)
  Tanja Rahm: Survivor of prostitution, author (Denmark)
  Moderator: Taina Bien-Aimé, Director of the Coalition Against Trafficking in Women – CATW

• Prostitution is not sex work: Unions panel
  Chair: Yves Charpenel, President of the Scelles Foundation, 1st State Prosecutor at the Supreme Court

• Véronique De Sève, Vice-President to the Executive of the CSN (Quebec - Canada)
  Edward Mathews, Director for the regulation and social policy INMÜ (Ireland)
  Sabine Reynosa, Commission for Women-mix of the CGT (France)

• Legal developments: Parliamentary panel
  Chair: Diane Matte, Coordinator KEY (Canada), International Director of CAP,
  Maud Olivier, Rapporteur on the law against the prostitution system (France)
  Gavin Shuker: Chairman of transpartisan Working Group on Prostitution (UK)

• Ivana Bacik: Senator, member of the Committee on Justice, Defence and Equality (Ireland)
  Maria Mourani: Member of Parliament for Ahuntsic (Canada) Zehava Gal-On: MP, Chair of Meretz, the first signatory of an abolitionist bill (Israel)
  Jose Mendes Bota: Rapporteur on "prostitution and human trafficking in Europe" (Portugal)

• Conclusion
  Jacques Hamon, President of the Mouvement du Nid, Journalist (France)

• Several members of the Scelles Foundation (volunteers, interns, employees) were actively involved in organizing this event.

• 250 participants from 80 NGOs came from 24 countries to attend this international abolitionist conference (Canada, Ireland, USA, India, UK, South Africa, Russia, France, Portugal, Lebanon, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Belgium, Lithuania, Cyprus, Latvia, Spain, Japan, Colombia, Austria, Norway, Netherlands, Czech Republic)
Actions undertaken in 2014

"Sexual Exploitation - A growing threat"

Fighting against sexual exploitation in the world is a struggle that demands global thinking and strong mobilization. Published in December 2014, the third Global Report was written with the participation of 36 editors (interns and volunteers). The reader will find a detailed overview of the situation of 66 countries and the analysis of 11 theamatics, highlighting the main issues that marked the news.

An 8-page presentation summarizing this work was done in French, English and Spanish. We received very strong media coverage globally with this publication. The AFP report with the Foundation and this World Report has been reviewed both in the local press, national and international. From this exposure, there have been more than 100 press clippings published worldwide.
"Far from clichés, prostitution today" (awareness booklet - 12 pages)

- The Scelles Foundation developed an awareness brochure for the general public.

- The purpose of this tool, developed by Catherine Goldmann, was both to inform about the realities of prostitution today, to explain the new legislative progresses and provides the way forward to help a person to leave prostitution.

- Written in four chapters: "Challenges and Realities"; "The actors of prostitution"; "States face prostitution"; "Who to contact?".

- In 2014, the Scelles Foundation received a grant from the Essonne General Council to transform this brochure into an information tool to the social workers of the department.

For this, two new sections will be added: "an inventory of the situation of prostitution in Essonne" and a "list of departmental contacts and resources".

"Scelles Foundation Info" (newsletter)

- The newsletter of the Foundation, published in November 2010 with the support of the Regional Council of Ile-de-France, offers news analysis, interviews, thematic files, calendar.

- 4 issues of "Scelles Foundation Info" were published in 2014, 20 articles were written
Topics covered in the Scelles Foundation’s News:

"2014 year of progress in the fight against sexual exploitation" (No. 27 / March 2014) – "Digital Society and fight against cybercrime" (No. 28 / April 2014) - "Prostitution in Germany" (No. 29 / July 2014) - "Special Issue of 20 years anniversary of the Scelles Foundation" (No. 30 / December 2014)

Interviews conducted in 2014:

• Christian Kalck, Divisional Commissioner Repression Brigade pimping –

• Manfred Paulus, former Chief Superintendent of the Criminal Brigade of the city of Ulm (Germany)

• Chantal Louis, Journalist at the magazine Emma

• Susan Krause, a freelance correspondent in France radio Deutschlandfunk.

Monthly Press & Annual Compilation "International news of prostitution"

The CRIDES collects more than 300 press articles on the internet per month. After careful analysis, we sort these entries by thematics : prostitution in France, prostitution abroad, client, sexual tourism, procuring and crime, pornography, human rights, sexuality, and new technologies.

An annual summary of our press releases was also created. This past April, we posted the “2014 international press review of prostitution" (in French) on our website.

Our documentation center and manner of organizing thousands of documents related to sexual exploitation, makes us a unique and outstanding observatory of this constantly changing world.

The “Foundation’s Cahiers”

Dedicated to experts, the "Foundation's cahiers" synthesize knowledge and analysis by addressing the topics of commercial sexual exploitation by thematics.

9 cahiers are downloadable and / or available online :

1: The French State and the cost of prostitution

2: The extraterritorial criminal laws: a way to fight against child sexual exploitation

3: Internet and child pornography

4: Commercial sex in the French law

5: The causes of sex trafficking in Southeast Asia

6: Child abuse and sexual exploitation : analysis of the relationship with each other

7: Political approach on freedom to prostitute

8: Prostitution and press: a marriage of convenience

9: Fashion and prostitution: what are the common factors
The Scelles Foundation Awards 2014 (2nd edition)

The 2nd edition of the Scelles Foundation Awards, organized by François Vignaud and Dominique Charpenel, were completed on June 20th, with the Awards ceremony at the Paris Bar library. Various disciplines were represented: moot court competition with 6 Young Lawyers Conference, visual contest with 8 students of the Nationale Louis Lumière School, story contest with 4 competitors from the Superior School of Journalism of Lille, competition with 6 indictments from magistrates students from the National Magistrates School, and, finally, 7 high school students who competed for the best slam.

Faithful to the first edition of the Awards, participants have appropriated our themes and our commitments, some of them discovering the realities of sexual exploitation. The work was assessed in two different ways. A qualified jury composed of personalities involved or just aware of our themes, named the winners of the Jury awards. The works of the students were published online and through the partnership of the Culture Department of the City of Paris, the vote was open to the general public, with the relay of the town’s librairies to designate the “Public Awards”.

Anatomie d'une avenue

Immerse yourself in the atmosphere of the Avenue du Peuple Belge known as prostitutes area in Lille. You can meet them for a drive, and discover their daily experiences, Concerns ...

Start

2014 Awards : best web documentary
The Jury

• Dominique Attias, Senior Manager of the Juvenile Law Group
• Sylvain Barbier Sainte-Marie, Magistrate Juvenile Section of the Paris Court
• Gérard Bekerman, Universitarian and President of the Association Afer
• Gérard Biard, Executive Editor Charlie Hebdo and spokesman Zero Macho
• Danielle Bousquet, President of the High Council for Equality between Women and Men
• Laetitia CAFFART, Schoolgirl, slam winner of Jury and Public Awards, 2014
• Yves Charpenel: President of Scelles Foundation, Prime State Prosecutor at the supreme Court of France
• Geneviève Colas: Catholic Relief and Coordinator of the collective "Together against Trafficking in Human Beings"
• Denis Demonpion, Editor in chief, Journalist, Society Department at The Nouvel Observateur
• Marie Derain, Defender of the rights of Children
• Myriam El Khomri, Deputy Mayor of Paris in charge of prevention and safety
• Magali Fabre, Technical Advisor, legal advocacy and ECPAT France
• Romain Fonsegrives, Journalist, Best article winner of Jury and Public Awards, 2014
• Guy Geoffroy, MP
• Chantal Jouanno, Senator
• Christian Kalck, Divisional Commissioner of Police Brigade against Pimping (BRP)
• Alexis Kugel, Gallery owner
• Fatima Lalem, Deputy Mayor of Paris in charge of Equal Rights between Women and Men
• Jenna Le Bras, Journalist, Laureate of Jury and Public Awards, 2014
• Laetitia Mas Latrie, Manager at NGO “Liberation of Captives”
• Victor Miellin, Artist and winner of the jury best video Jury and Public Awards, 2014
• Elisabeth Moiron-Braud, Secretary General of the Government coordination for women rights and human trafficking policy (MIPROF)
• Royal Zoë, Lawyer Award moot winner of Jury and Public Awards, 2014
• Gerard Sanz: Photographer of the City of Paris
• Nathalie Serruques, Head of Mission Enfance UNICEF France
• Pierre-Olivier Sur, President of the Bar Lawyer Paris Bar

The 2014 awards:

Best Argument, Jury and Public Award:
Mr Christophe Bogliolo
« Can an Offender Be Considered as a Victim ? »

Best Web Documentary Award, Jury and Public Award
Magali Judith and Yannick Sanchez
Anatomy of an avenue
Actions Undertaken in 2014

Best indictment
Jury Award
Can we make visible the invisible victims?
Vincent TRIDON (ENM)

Best indictment
Jury Award, Is the crime less serious for it to have been committed someone else?
Marie DELANOE (ENM)

Best visual
Jury Award
Coexistence
Nora HEGEDUS (Louis Lumière school)

Best visual
Jury Award
Testimony « 3 / 4 of the word »
Marine TOUS (Louis Lumière school)

Best Article
Audience Award
No age on the pavement
Remy BANET (ESJ Lille)

Best Article
Audience Award
Prostitution in a minor key
Anne and Julian LEC’HVIEN MOLLA (ESJ Lille)

Best Slam
Jury Prize
Smile lost
NAWEL (Lycée Joliot-Curie in Nanterre)x

Best Slam
Male audience Award
FABIO (Belliard hotel school, Paris)
Actions Undertaken in 2014

The websites of the Scelles Foundation

According to the action plan decided by the Board of Directors, the Foundation's digital storefront was renovated in depth and has adapted to developments in this area in order to promote both greater dissemination of messages that provides the Foundation a better interactivity with users.

Website traffic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.fondationscelles.org">www.fondationscelles.org</a></td>
<td>50 927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crides.fondationscelles.org</td>
<td>43 973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infos.fondationscelles.org</td>
<td>37 471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passe-passe.org</td>
<td>4 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>134 588</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**European website:**
www.fondationscelles.org

**US Website:**
www.scellesfoundation.org

The year 2014 saw the redesign of the corporate website to provide one hand visibility to our first Awards (under "Foundation Awards") and the other to offer our guests simplified interface.

We also highlighted the World Report elements via an interactive map containing the essential statistics and legislative elements of the various countries studied.

A total of sixty countries plugs are informed and consulted with links to documents CRIDES and multimedia elements. The idea is to regularly update this information of the World report issues and information collected from our partners (under "mapping of prostitution").
In addition, a new section ("I need help") was established to provide essential help from a health and administrative perspective. It is also available with a mapping of associations with their contact cards. Statistics show that more and more users are watching the site via smartphones or tablets. We anticipated this growing trend by making maximum use of adaptive Web design elements (responsive) that remain available regardless of the size of the media.

Moreover, the impact of publications (press releases, action) and prices have a direct effect on the number of visitors. The number therefore tends to increase each time a new element is placed on the site. The modernization of the content using the new brochures of the Foundation is being considered for 2014.

Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Youtube, Linkedin, Flickr: a growing audience

The overall trend is that the social networks are increasing their audience.

The statistics of our Facebook page for 2014 show an audience up to 16,085 visitors for a total of 328 reports published during the year. The page is increasing from 548 "likes" on 1 January to 756 "likes" as of December 31, 2014.

The article on the criminalization of the demand in the UK reached 14464 people (with advertising offered by Facebook) and the article on the web documentary "Anatomy of an avenue" had reached 5022 people with no advertising.

The Foundation has continued to develop its Twitter account. We had 602 followers in 2014 and aspire to grow our network.
The Youtube channel which contains all the videos of the Scelles Foundation, presents all of the work from students for the Scelles Fondation Awards. They have been watched 11,901 times. All cumulative viewings of our Youtube channel reaches 30,490 views today.

The Scelles Foundation is also present on the professional social network LinkedIn which may help us in the future for the recruitment of trainees. There is also a Flickr account for image sharing and accessible to all employees of the Scelles Foundation. A Scelles Foundation page has also been created on the social network of Google (Google+).

In general, we see the growing importance of these communication media. The time spent on maintenance and use of these materials is expected to continue to grow in 2015.

### Android Application

An Android application was developed by a volunteer of the Foundation. The application, available now for free on Google Play, takes some of the content on our sites regarding geolocation associations with contact details to help victims.

It includes articles from the news site as and when they are added to the website and data from the World report country profiles (statistics, legislation, NGOs, media).

The content is updated automatically every change made to one of our web platforms. The idea of the development of an application for iPhone has to be considered.
News from our web sites:

Information

www.infos.fondationscelles.org

The information website was amended in 2014 to provide a ranking of items consistent with the newsletter. All issues of the newsletter have been published on the news site with html layout, iconographic research and links to additional documentation for further thinking.

All articles written for the newsletter are available on this site. We have added a presentation module scrolling of the latest articles. Consultation statistics pages show two things: the more items are activists, the more they are consulted. Articles relating to the prostitution of minors, students or sex tourism are the most read.

Documentation center (CRIDES):

http://crides.fondationscelles.org

All of the Foundation's web platforms have links referring to studies from the CRIDES. This is the case of the articles in the newsletter (Scelles Foundation info) sections on prostitution Corporate website country profiles and interactive cartographic base.

These links set up in 2013 begin to impact on attendance CRIDES site since we see a steady improvement in attendance,

The pdf database, which received a three-year grant from the Regional Council of Ile de France, has been widely implemented during the year, and remains by far the most consulted. It now includes over 3525 studies that are referenced regardless of the language of the document. This will also impact on visitors since the list of users by geographical origin shows over 50 different countries (United States, Brazil, Thailand, China, Russia, Canada etc ...). This is the international direction that we are looking for.

Youth

Passe-passe.org

The Ministry of Youth, Sports and Associations has mandated the Scelles Foundation in 2007 to educate youth about the risks of prostitution. The Passe-Passe website has been created with this objective.

The team behind the creation of the website was made up of psychologists, journalists, graphic designers, webmaster and communication specialits. Some local players also provided feedback on the site. The methodology used to create different themes addressed was based on the analysis of 70 questionnaires filled by youth of Ile-de-France between 13 and 20 years. These young people were selected to be representative of the population of Ile-de-France.

Abolition2012 coalition

abolition2012.fr

The Scelles Foundation team created and manages the website of Abolition 2012. It works on the Twitter accounts and Facebook group. These tools provide support for the dissemination of messages, press releases and testimonials, especially those that are essential, "survivors" (former prostitutes).

The site abolition2012.fr was amended to answer to the need of the coalition to become a showcase highlighting the political and community support. Each of the 94 political support was awarded a summary sheet (group statement, trombinoscope). 59 associations are currently on the collective's website. The system installed in-line petitions shows 3371 signatures. Links to the main collective media have also been added on the website (blog, twitter, facebook, tumblr).
Research and Documentation Center

CRIDES

Since its inception, the Scelles Foundation has an international observatory of sexual exploitation, unique in Europe, to develop awareness of the phenomenon of sexual exploitation.

The CRIDES (International Research Centre and Documentation on Sexual Exploitation) is a hub of information, meetings and exchange of information on commercial sexual exploitation in the world.

It aims to:

• to analyze this phenomenon in all its aspects (prostitution, sex tourism, pimping, child pornography, human trafficking) for the purpose of commercial sexual exploitation

• allow thinking and positioning by providing its wide range of information resources of various kinds

• inform anyone interested in these issues.

The CRIDES is organized around three main types of activity:

• Documentation (500 pounds, press reviews since 1999, more than 10,000 documents in databases, 400 TV shows, catalogs and practical tools etc ...)

• Research and analysis (various publications: 3 editions of the World report, 21 fact sheets, 9 Cahiers Foundation etc ...);

• exchange and partnership (collaborative platform on the site crides.fondationscelles.org with over 2,300 unique visitors per month)

The documents are available online on the site. We welcome French researchers and foreign lawyers, social actors, journalists, community partners, students etc ...
External interventions of members of the Scelles Foundation

Training
The Scelles Foundation participates in local training.

Sandra Ayad delivers training sessions to the NGO, Amicale du Nid, on "sexual exploitation in Europe". The audience is public health and social workers (social workers, educators, counselors and social economy family, school counselors, social mediators, marriage counselors, nurses, doctors, legal advisors, police stakeholders, social animators, psychologists, teachers). In 2014, she has trained 106 people in 6 sessions.

Yves Charpenel delivered a training to lawyers of delegations of the “Mouvement du Nid” on February 14 at the headquarters of the Paris Bar. This day brought together lawyers, judges, attorneys, students and police. MPs Maud Olivier and Guy Geoffroy also attended the day.

Hearings
As in 2013, the draft law on prostitution system, adopted by the National Assembly in December 2013, continues to mobilize Scelles Foundation.

Yves Charpenel has been auditioned April 30, 2014 by the Special Commission to Review the draft law strengthening the fight against the prostitution system in the Senate.
Speeches and conferences

Members of the Scelles Foundation have participated in debates and conferences on sexual exploitation.

Some examples:

- "The criminal money and human trafficking," Yves Charpenel intervention in the 22nd seminar organized by the National entity AcSé, on the topic "Money and debt in the context of trafficking in human beings", Paris, 15 May.

- "State of legal places on juvenile prostitution business," Yves Charpenel intervention at the symposium organized by l'ACPE (Agir Contre child prostitution), Paris, 16 October.

- "Strengthening the fight against the prostitution system: status and contributions of the bill," Yves Charpenel participation in the symposium organized by the General Council of Essonne, Evry, 14 November.

- "Sex tourism worldwide: developments and revolution" participation of Frédéric Boisard the evening organized by docu club team from the University of Cergy-Pontoise Cergy, November 5th. the NGO ECPAT also attended,

- "The many faces of prostitution," Sandra Ayad intervention during the 6th day of meetings around violence against women, organized by the city of Bagnolet, on "Prostitution: Myths and Realities". Also participating Amicale du Nid and l'OCRTEH (Central Office for the Repression of Human Trafficking) Bagnolet, 25 November.
Partnerships

Associations historically related to the Scelles Foundation

The Foundation hosts and supports the Action Teams Against Pimping (EACP) that collect dozens of victims offering psychological support and rehabilitation tracks. The EACP are civil party in legal proceedings with thirty volunteer lawyers, helping to stop the "deafening silence of victims." They acted in court in three emblematic cases in 2014: the case of Carlton Cannes (Lebanese-Austrian-Venezuelan network); the Strauss-Kahn case in Lille; the Zahia case in Paris.

The Foundation also hosts the Association Against Child Prostitution (ACPE).

This association conducts efficient work in conjunction with the Foundation and Action teams, particularly in regard to trials against pimps. The ACPE has received a grant that should allow it to look to the future with greater serenity.

The Foundation also hosts the French Council for Children's Rights (COFRADE), which includes fifty organizations.

The Foundation has awarded several grants to associations working for the prevention and reintegration of victims in various countries from Africa, Latin America, Asia, Europe.

Coalition “Abolition 2012”

Created in 2011 at the initiative of the Mouvement du Nid, Amicale du Nid and Scelles Foundation, the coalition “Abolition 2012” includes sixty associations. All campaigning for the adoption of a law to abolish the system of prostitution.

In 2014, the bill strengthened the fight against the prostitution system (PPL), presented by Maud Olivier MP, greatly mobilized the Scelles Foundation as well as other members of the coalition.
The bill is based on four elements:

- The prevention and training of public opinion,
- Strengthening the fight against networks through more trials and more serious sentences
- Recognition of the prostitute as a victim,
- The criminalization of the client.

On all these points, the Scelles Foundation has sought to play an active role alongside other associations Abolition 2012.

His specific contribution lies in its ability to provide the discussions of legal arguments.

The Foundation has placed particular emphasis on the impacts (victim assistance, additional resources for justice and OCRTEH resource, agency for collection of criminal assets) and has watched over that this was taken into account in the broader finances law.

The bill strengthening the fight against the prostitution system in particular by the penalization of the customer, was adopted in the National Assembly in the first reading on 4 December 2013. This proposed bill has provoked strong reactions in France, but also in Europe. The debate around the bill is indeed closely followed by the MEPs, particularly interested in what is happening in France.

In February 2014, a special committee on the fight against the prostitution system was established in the Senate. Hearings were held until July 2014. Yves Charpenel, representing Scelles Foundation, was interviewed April 30, 2014 with Hélène de Rugy, Executive Director of the Amicale du Nid, Grégoire Thery Executive Director of Mouvement du Nid and Philippe Moricet, President of Altair Association.

A report by Senator Michelle Meunier was published on 8 July 2014. End of 2014, the bill had not yet been discussed in the Senate.
The Coalition for the Abolition of Prostitution became a reality after being recorded February 12, 2014 with Philippe Scelles as president, vice president Claire Quidet, Treasurer Yves Scelles, Secretary General Jacques Hamon and general delegate Grégoire Thery.

Located at 14 rue Mondétour, head office of the Scelles Foundation, it is intended to relaunch an abolitionist international coalition.

First seven associations have joined in 2014 (RUHUMA of Ireland, SOLWODI, Germany, REDEN and Kfuchs, Denmark, Malos Tratos, Spain, la CLE, Canada, Apne Aap, India,) with the objective of building an alliance of 12 members.

CAP has developed a special relationship with the European Women’s Lobby which includes nearly 2000 European feminist associations

An agreement was prepared between the Scelles Foundation and the CAP to formalize a stronger partnership between the two structures

The Foundation is also active within the Coalition “All together against trafficking in human beings”, who was created to fight more effectively against all forms of trafficking. Since May 28th 2008, the coalition groups French associations involved directly or indirectly with victims in France or in the countries of transit and origin of trafficking. Determined to fight against the commodification of the person, it is mobilizing with a double objective: to sensitize the public to this complex issue and engage policymakers, French and European, to engage strongly against this crime.

Contacts and meetings are continuing with the intergovernmental agency, the MIPROF, including the Ministry of Education, in order to develop capabilities to detect victims of trafficking including sexual exploitation of minors.

The Coalition has designated Louis Guinamard, from Caritas France, to write a book “Together against trafficking in human beings.” The book brings together the experience and documentation of members of the collective in their respective fields. It will be published in 2015.
EU Civil Society Platform Against Trafficking in Human Beings (European Commission).

More than 200 associations from 27 Member States of the European Union have signed the Brussels Call "Together for a Europe Free from Prostitution" (www.womenlobby.org/get-involved/ewl-share-Campaigns/together-for-a-europe-free-from/). They expect that France will lead the way toward equality by adopting a comprehensive policy to abolish the prostitution system, protecting prostitutes and ending with impunity of the customers, the “johns”.

The European Parliament has repeatedly recognized that prostitution is a barrier to gender equality and violence.

Several Member States are also mobilizing and are in the process of adopting abolitionist policies, having realized the failure of policies against trafficking as long as they do not address the impunity of pimps and clients.

Thus, a civil society platform was established on 31 May 2014. 5 meetings of the members of this platform took place in Brussels under the direction of Myria Vassiliadou with 110 associations from all European countries. The Scelles Foundation has been selected by the European Commission to represent France with 4 other French organizations.

Philippe Scelles, Honorary President and Vice-President, represented the Scelles Foundation.
Institutional Partnerships

In the continuum of its 20 years of activity, the Foundation has continued and expanded its institutional partnerships by involving public and private institutions involved or potentially involved in the field of sexual exploitation in its publications and events.

In 2014, the Scelles Foundation welcomed in its premises multiple personalities from institutions of civil society such as, representatives from Middlebury College (American University), the China university of political Science and Law, the Intergovermental Mission for the protection of women victims of violence and the fight against trafficking in human beings (MIPROF), the city of Bagnolet, a delegation of an important Brazilian union (SESI), a Swedish documentary filmmaker ...

Commission on the Status of Women, CSW

From March 10 to March 14, Scelles Foundation members attended the 58th Commission on the Status of the United Nations Women (CSW) in New York. The purpose of these annual meetings, which brings together representatives of Member States, UN entities and NGOs from all regions of the world, is to make proposals for solving the most important problems concerning the gender equality and women's rights. The theme for 2014 was "The challenges and achievements in the implementation of the Millennium Development Goals for women and girls."

The Foundation was represented by Philippe and Yves Scelles Scelles. These days were an opportunity to promote to international actors the work of the Scelles Foundation. Contacts have been established and one hundred reports “Sexual exploitation. prostitution and organized crime ”, in digital form (USB), were distributed to international communication networks.
Interfaith International Coordination

Philippe Scelles participated in the seminar organized at the Vatican on 2 and 3 November 2013 on trafficking in human beings, as an observer.

The seminar was held at the special request of Pope Francis at the Pontifical Academy of Sciences.

He saw an opportunity particularly interesting meetings with experts such Myria Vassilliadou of the European Commission, Joy Ngozi, former United Nations Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, William Swing, Director General of the International Organization for Migration, or personalities such Cardinal Etchegaray who introduced the debate.

It was an opportunity to let the Scelles Foundation known by widely circulating publications (World Report, "Global Scourge" history of the Scelles Foundation ..)

The intention of participants is to continue the communication started at the seminar. As proposed by Pierre Morel, former Ambassador of France to the Holy See, planned to establish a permanent international coordination of stakeholders involved in the field, open to all religions with a website.

Essonne

The Foundation has partnered with the Essonne department. The purpose was to provide information resources to social workers of the department by an information brochure, (Clichés, prostitution today ). This should optimize assistance to people at risk or in prostitution.
Every year, the Scelles Foundation publishes a press-book of interviews of members of the foundation and articles citing the organization. In 2014, 223 articles cited the Scelles Foundation, both in the local, national and international press. There have been extensive media coverage following the events related to the bill strengthening the fight against the prostitution system,

Yves Charpenel participated in many television and radio shows.

Scelles Foundation notoriety
This objective assigned by the Board to the President in 2010 continues to be developed, as demonstrated by the audience of websites, the increased presence of its members in public events in France and abroad, its growing participation in abolitionist coordinations and media interviews, television, press, radio, of its President on many occasions, (Scelles Foundation Award or the release of our publications).
Actions undertaken in 2014

La fondation anti-Strauss-Kahn
Par : Laurent Chabrun

Le destin judiciaire de Dominique Strauss-Kahn s’est d’Alger. Jean Scailes, un chrétien progressiste, y est condamné. Placé par hasard, et pendant de longs, il écoute leurs conversations et découvre leurs techs... Le lendemain, "Si j’en sors un jour, je jure alors le jeune s’évade.

LA FONDATION SCELLES PUBLIE UN ÉTAT DES LIEUX DE L’EXPLOITATION SEXUELLE DANS LE MONDE

Nos lecteurs connaissent
BIEN la Fondation Scelles, un de nos partenaires abolitionnistes, dont le travail documentaire et didactique est exemplaire.

Depuis trois ans, la Fondation Scelles publie un rapport annuel dressant les contours de l’exploitation sexuelle mondiale. La publication 2013 est une somme considérable, étudiant 68 pays au travers de sources diverses : rapports institutionnels ou indépendants, recherches, reportages...

Les auteurs comptent des chercheurs de tous pays, des experts de domaines variés (sociologie, droit, relations internationales...) et des professionnels de terrain (magistrats, policiers, travailleurs sociaux).

Indispensable à tous les publics concernés de près ou de loin par le sujet, ce rapport, sous-titre : « une menace qui s’étend », permet en effet de se représenter de manière concrète les enjeux du combat contre le système et les réalités des exploiteuses, « l’action de ce rapport », écrit Yves Charpon, président de la Fondation Scelles, « et d’ouvrir les yeux sur une réalité dérangeante (...) et repérer les conditions d’améliorations possibles ».


Prostitution : un sujet "tabou" en France
Par : -

Rédaction

Société

Etudiante, dans la rue ou même au collège, la prostitution concerne des milliers de mineurs en France, affirme une association qui lutte contre ce phénomène de sensibilisation des parents.

"Nous voulons attirer l’attention sur un sujet tabou, la prostitution en France, a expliqué à l’AFP Armelle Le Bigot Mazaux, prés de l’association des enfants (ACPE), qui organise jeudi un colloque. L’association ne dispose pas de chiffres officiels, mais estime que réunies par les associations et les acteurs de terrain, qu’entre 150 et 200.

Un chiffre que n’a pas démenti la Fondation Scelles, qui lutte pour le même objectif. "La prostitution des mineurs n’est pas un sujet nouveau, mais elle augmente", a assuré son président Yves Charpon.

Prostitution : des amendes et pas seulement
Located since its creation in the premises of 14 rue Mondétour the Scelles Foundation also hosts the EACP (Action Teams against pimping) The ACPE (Association against child prostitution) and CAP;

Recognized as a public utility, the Scelles has a budget managed under the responsibility of its Secretary General Hubert de Roux, with the help of Jacques Kulas and Margarita Echaniz, under the control of ACA-NEXIA INTERNATIONAL firm.

Amount of grants in 2014 represent 127 024 euros, of which 8830 come from a fund raising campaign. The Scelles family gave 118 194 euros, representing 30,19% of the total incomes.

The fund raising campaign in 2014 is still short to meet the need of the Foundation which have been balanced for 20 years only thanks to the generosity of the Scelles family.
2015 Fundraising

The Foundation is planning a spring fundraising campaign corresponding to the tax declaration that will be launched in April 2015. It is estimated to be mailed to 100 recipients, including a letter, documentation and response form with a pre-paid envelope.

Analysis led us to propose partnerships based particularly on the resources of the Foundation. Thus, information brochures will be available to local authorities of Ile de France, a major epicenter of prostitution in France. These documents will modulate both the content of the recipients based on local policies to meet the needs of the community. The experience of Essonne has shown a real commitment of the authorities of the department and a militant posture.

Modernizing the resource center database (CRIDES)

It was decided to internally improve the CRIDES site and the databases. This site was created in 2008 and became relatively obsolete (registration and password required to view documents). The existing product is going to evolve in its look and its consultation processes will be simplified.

The design and construction of the site will require a quarter. Transferring the contents of databases (from the old site to the new) will be made later on the year 2015 and 2016. The CRIDES site includes four databases with thousands of documents.
Design and implementation of the 4th edition of the World Report

It is planned to carry out a fourth edition of the World report, published in December 2015, in partnership with the Economica editor. Sandra Ayad, in charge of the project, will organize meetings to define the methodology and the specifications for the realization of this new edition.

Dissemination of awareness brochure "Clichés, prostitution today"

The Foundation has partnered with the Essonne department in July 2014.

The purpose was to enhance the quality of central resources of the Foundation and to offer to social workers of Essonne, the identification elements, for people at prostitution risk or in prostitution.

The same type of brochure is negotiated with other departments of Ile de France. A more generic version is in project with the Home Ministry for the police and gendarmerie.

"The exploitation of prostitution: a worldwide scourge" (information booklet - 56 pages)

The brochure "The exploitation of prostitution: a worldwide scourge" is aimed for public awareness on the issues of sexual exploitation worldwide. It is systematically disseminated in events in which the Foundation Scelles participate or to visitors, volunteers and anyone wishing to learn about the subject.

An update of the 3rd edition (June 2012) is provided with a translation in English and Spanish;

Scelles Foundation Awards 2015-2016 (3rd edition)

After the success of the first two editions, the awards will be organized for end of 2015. The disciplines will be the oral arguments, visual, articles and video reports, indictments and slams. The Foundation strengthens partnerships with the Bar of Paris, National Magistrate School (ENM), the Louis Lumière school, the journalist school of Lille and the region of Ile de France.

On November 25, 2015 will be held at the Maison du Barreau in Paris, the moot contest by the highly motivated lawyers. We enjoy the patronage of the President of the Bar.

There will in this edition of the 2015-2016 awards, both types of assessment work, as with the previous editions. The jury will be smaller responding to our desire and concentration in the light of experience. The jury will be chaired by the editor of Charlie Hebdo, spokesman for Zero macho.

Strengthening local partnerships, national and international

We will continue and will amplify our partnership schemes:

- In France, the Coalition abolition 2012, the Mouvement du Nid, Amicale du Nid, Action teams against pimping, l'ACPE ...

- In Europe, with the "Platform against trafficking in human beings" and with the European Women's Lobby.

- In the world, with the CAP "Coalition for the Abolition of Prostitution" that will participate in the meetings in New York and especially the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) in the framework of the United Nations, and with the Pontifical Academy.
Events of the Foundation in 2015 Scelles

The program is to continue outreach activities such as the organization of conferences.

The Foundation plans by year's end to bring together a number of professionals on the theme of vulnerabilities. A conference is scheduled in November 2015.

In terms of research, vulnerability to both structural and accidental will be put in perspective with the realities of sexual exploitation.

Share your skills
The Scelles Foundation is looking for volunteers in various areas: project management, human resources, fundraising, research, communication

Donate
The Scelles Foundation is recognised for its public utility and globally contributes to the reduction of sexual exploitation.
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